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QUESTION 1

You can _______________ your data to combine two or more tables by appending values (rows) from one table to
another 

A. join 

B. blend 

C. concatenate 

D. union 

Correct Answer: D 

You can union your data to combine two or more tables by appending values (rows) from one table to another. To union
your data in Tableau data source, the tables must come from the same connection. For example, suppose you have the
following customer purchase information stored in three tables, separated by month. The table names are "May2016,"
"June2016," and "July2016." 

A union of these tables creates the following single table that contains all rows from all tables. 
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Reference: https://help.tableau.com/current/pro/desktop/en-us/union.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

As a general best practice, how many categories can a pie chart display effectively? 

A. 2 to 5 

B. 3 to 5 

C. 2 to 8 

D. 3 to 7 

Correct Answer: A 

As a general best practice, your pie chart should contain 2 to 5 categories. Anything more than that is not easy for the
eyes to distinguish. This is a common question and mentioned in Tableau\\'s own eLearning module as well! See how to
build a pie chart: Reference: https://help.tableau.com/current/pro/desktop/en-us/buildexamples_pie.htm 
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QUESTION 3

Dates in Tableau are typically treated as ______________ 

A. Dimensions 

B. Measures 

Correct Answer: A 

For relational data sources, dates and times are automatically placed in the Dimensions area of the Data pane and are
identified by the date or date-time icon. For example, the Order Date and Ship Date dimensions from an Excel data
source are shown below: 
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When you place a relational date on a shelf, the field name is automatically modified to reflect the default date level.
Tableau defines the default date level to be the level at which there are multiple instances. For example, if the date field
includes multiple years, the default level is year. However, if the date field contains data for just one year but includes
multiple months, then the default level is month. 

Reference: https://help.tableau.com/current/pro/desktop/en-us/dates.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

You have the following legend. 
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What occurs when you click the icon to the right of Air Ticketing Cabin Type Name? 

A. The legend toggles on or off 

B. The highlighter toggles on or off 

C. The filter options open 

D. The Edit Colors dialog box opens 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

How can you access options to apply bold formatting to an axis in the view? 

A. Select Text on the Marks card. 

B. Select Field Labels on the Format menu. 

C. Right-click on the Field and select Format. 

D. Right-click on the axis. 

Correct Answer: D 

options 1 - https://help.tableau.com/current/pro/desktop/en-us/formatting_fonts_beta.htm 

select Format > Font. A Format Font control pane will open. This control pane will let you customize the text in the view. 

option 2 - In Tableau Desktop, you can right-click (control-click on Mac) the axis, and then select Format. In web
authoring, you can click the arrow button on an axis, and then select Format. 
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